(Edinburgh and London, E. & S. Livingstone, 1954) . In the introduction to that work I explained the circumstances which led to its posthumous publication and emphasized the painstaking researches carried out by Dr. Maloney in assembling his facts. On page 57 of his book there is the statement, ' "Early in the year I 769 printed proposals for administering advice and medicines gratis to the children of the poor were given to a few friends to circulate among their acquaintance". Of these initial proposals, no copy has been found. ' The search for a copy of these proposals went on for many years, and at the time of publication of Dr. Maloney's book it seemed unlikely that any of the few copies printed had survived. Quite recently, while several large parcels of eighteenth-century ephemera in the Wellcome Historical Medical Library were being sorted and examined, a complete copy of the original proposals was discovered. It is a folio measuring 33 cm. by 21 cm., with text on three numbered pages. It was apparently folded across twice when issued and the legend is printed across one of the folds on the last (unnumbered) page. The folding has left its scars and the document is considerably damp-stained, but, as the photographs show, it is perfectly legible. Under the legend on the last page has been written in pencil, 'Very rare, by John Armstrong the poet and Protector of Public Dispensaries'. John Armstrong may indeed have helped his brother George to draft these proposals, but, as Maloney showed, the whole idea of the dispensary and the responsibility for carrying it into effect was a natural product of George's experience and practice. They are dated from George Armstrong's home at 
